
AUDIO-VISUAL 
 
Doctor Who / BBC Video 
DVD 
After watching this show for over a year, I still cannot properly explain this show 
to anyone. It will make you laugh, cry, lose sleep, and punch the wall. I love this 

show too much. 
(Christa from RSV) 
 
Firefly: The Complete Series / Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment 
BD, DVD 
I remember watching this series through in two days, and then again a week 
later. This cancelled Western/Sci-fi/Japanese show that only lasted one season 
needs to grace your television. 
(Christa from RSV) 
 
Gravity / Alfonso Cuarón 
BD, DVD 
A visually stunning portrayal of a tragic event in space, set in our technological 
era. Clooney plays the sure and ‘charming  American’ veteran Astronaut with 
aplomb, while Bullock’s grief-ridden scientist evokes sympathy as she navigates 
crisis after crisis on her maiden voyage in space. 
(Ken SLC) 
 
Her / Warner Bros. Entertainment 
BD, DVD 
This is so much more than "man falls in love with computer." It's funny, sad, 
surprisingly sexy, and a terrific meditation on the nature of relationships and the 
alienation of the digital age. 
(Lauren from SLC) 
 
Jack Ryan: Shadow Recruit / Paramount Pictures Corporation 
BD, DVD 
Generic action thriller based on the Tom Clancy character. Worthwhile watching 
for the noted director of Shakespearean plays and other films to also do a turn 
as the villain! 
(Dominic from ROG) 

 
Mandatory Fun / “Weird Al” Yankovic 
CD 
The parodist with longevity returns! Although his polka medley of 
contemporary hits is hilarious, "First World Problems", a style parody of the 
alternative rock group The Pixies, is particularly recommended. 
(Dominic from ROG) 
 
My Cousin Vinny / 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment 
DVD 
Who do you call when two youths are mistakenly charged with murder? My 
Cousin Vinny, of course! It has great acting and comedic timing. 
(Holly C. from TPL/Librarian) 



True Detective / Nic Pizzolatto 
BD, DVD 
Set in the eerie Louisiana countryside, this moody buddy detective story will 
have you on edge as they uncover a chilling, dark conspiracy. Harrelson and 
McConaughey play brilliantly off each other with their divergent characters. This 
series had me glued from the title song. 
(Ken SLC) 
 
FICTION 
 
The Accident: A Novel / Chris Pavone 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
I read this book in a day! Could not put it down! Action packed and a fascinating 
look at the inside of the publishing world; highly recommended. 
(Cathy Russ, Library Director, Troy Public Library) 
 
The Accident: A Novel / Chris Pavone 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
Manuscript that could implicate big time media mogul falls in the hands of literary 
agent and suddenly people are after her. 
(Kathy from WCV) 
 
Agnes & the Hitman / Jennifer Crusie 
BCD, FIC, LT 
This is a great romantic comedy about a cranky food writer and a hit man 
running out of luck. This is Chick-lit at its best. 

(Holly C. from TPL/Librarian) 
 
Among Others / Jo Walton 
BCD, EB, FIC 
This is an affection ode to SF lovers with a twist of magical realism. Teenage 
Morwenna must come to terms with the death of her sister, growing up and 
magic. 
(Sarah from RSV) 
 
Bellman & Black: A Ghost Story / Diane Setterfield 
BCD, FIC, LT 
This novel, set in the late Victorian era, focuses on death. Despite the dark 
overarching theme, the language is clear and lyrical. The book asks the reader 
to consider the consequences of thoughtless actions, as well as considered 
choices. 
(Michelle from SCS) 

 
Blood Oath / Christopher Farnsworth 
EB, FIC, PL 
Zach Barrows is a White House staffer who is unexpectedly partnered with 
Nicholas Cade, a secret agent (who also is a vampire) sworn to protect the 
President. 
(Kristen from RSV) 
 



 
Calling Invisible Women / Jeanne Ray 
EB, FIC 
A fun, yet meaningful read about the people we take for granted. 
(Ellen from Clinton-Macomb)  

 
Carthage: a Novel / Joyce Carol Oates 
BCD, FIC, LT 
Teenaged Cressida disappears into the Adirondacks, and a disabled Iraq War 
vet confesses to her apparent murder. This well written page turner addresses 
PTSD, family jealousies, the workings of the justice system, and the ugliness 
of war. 
(Debbie from SHL) 
 
The Children Act: A Novel / Ian McEwan 
BCD, EB, FIC 
A quick read by a terrific writer: Court room drama coupled with the emotional 
breakdown of a 30 year marriage. McEwan never lets you down.  
(Bill at RSV) 
 
Delicious / Ruth Reichl 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
Wonderful story for "foodies" and those who enjoy books dealing with 
families, overcoming obstacles, and following your passions. It is told from 
the perspective of a young woman with a very gifted palate, leaving her 
home in San Francisco to become a food magazine editor. She has to start 
a new life, negotiate New York and answer questions from callers who try 
unsuccessfully to follow the magazine's recipes. I thoroughly enjoyed this 
book in the spring. 
(Kathy Nuss from CLL/ Collection Assistant) 
 
Faith: a Novel / Jennifer Haigh 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
A Boston Catholic family is rocked by accusations that their brother, a priest, 
has molested a young boy. It is very suspenseful, as the truth is doled out 
slowly and expertly. Everyone has secrets and pain in their pasts. It is eye 
opening, with lots to think about. 
(Debbie from SHL) 
 
The Fever: A Novel / Megan Abbott 
BCD, EB, FIC 
What happens to high school girls when they seem to catch one another's 
symptoms? And there seems to be no cure. This noir take on events that 
happened in a small town in New York is a can't-put-it-down read. Megan 
Abbott is a native Michigander who is being recognized nationally for her 
unique take on crime fiction. 
(Kathy from ROG/Librarian) 
 
 
 



Flowers for Algernon / Daniel Keyes 
FIC 
This is a classic novel that has a lot to say about life, love and loss, as well as 
a fascinating tale of self-discovery and learning to forgive. 
(Ed Mandel from CHE) 

 
The Goblin Emperor / Katherine Addison 
FIC 
A perfect cross-over book if you think you don't enjoy Fantasy - try this one! It is 
for young adults, too. 
(Beth from CMPL) 
 
Gods of Gotham / Lyndsay Faye 
BCD, EB, FIC 
If you've read Caleb Carr's The Alienist, you will really enjoy this book. A 
mystery that takes place during the forming of the New York City Police 
Department, the book is historically accurate, and thrilling. It will keep you on 
the edge of your seat! 
(Dianne from WCV) 
 
Gone Girl / Gillian Flynn 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT  
Suspense!!! Keeps you interested all the way through with twists and surprises. 
(Beverley Ortman from RSV/Clerk) 
 
Gone Girl / Gillian Flynn 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
This book is one you can't put down, as it leaves you wondering what happens 
next with every turn of a page.  

(Erin Krieg from WAM) 
 
The House of the Four Winds / Mercedes Lackey  
FIC 
This is the first of what promises to be another great adventure series for 
Mercedes Lackey. Princess Clarice is the eldest of her family, and thus the first 
to set out on adventure - in her case, on the high seas! 
(Miss Jennie from WAM) 
 
The Invention of Wings / Sue Monk Kidd 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
This novel about slavery and feminism is set in Charleston during early 1800's 
and is loosely based on the life of Sarah Grimke, abolitionist and feminist. 
(Jackie from RSV) 
 
Lock In / John Scalzi 
FIC 
This has a wonderfully clever blend of SF, mystery, and corporate terrorism. 
Narrated by FBI Agent/Haden's survivor Chris Shane, Lock In is the story of the 
aftermath of disease and government's failings. 
(Sarah from RSV) 



The Longest Ride / Nicholas Sparks 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
The best Sparks book to date! Two stories intertwine with a surprising ending 
you're guaranteed to love. 
(Erin Krieg from WAM) 
 

The Maid’s Version / Daniel Woodrell 
BCD, FIC, LT 
This story, by the author of Winter's Bone, is set around the 1929 Arbor Dance 
Hall Explosion in a small Missouri town. Alma DeGeer Dunahew lost her vibrant 
sister Ruby in the disaster. In this twisting "who done it", the answer lies close to 
home. Woodrell is an incredible writer who makes fiction believable. 
(Cynthia at SCS) 
 
The Martian / Andy Weir 
EB, FIC 
What happens when you accidentally get left on Mars? This is a super great hard 
SF novel. Weir's novel is a fun, though stressful, adventure story with a side of 
MacGyver in space. 
(Sarah from RSV) 
 
The Martian / Andy Weir 
EB, FIC 
An expedition to Mars goes slightly wrong when one of the astronauts is left behind. 
(Beth from CMPL) 
 
Me before You / Jojo Moyes 
EB, FIC, LT 
This heartbreaking, life-affirming love story leaves the reader pondering life's big 
questions for weeks after. 
(Katie from Shelby Township) 

 
Midnight Riot / Ben Aaronovitch 
EB, FIC 
A London police officer dreams of being a detective. However, he learns he can 
talk to ghosts and gets assigned to a secret police unit that solves uncanny and 
magical crimes. 
(Kristen from RSV) 
 
Mr. Mercedes / Stephen King 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
Mr. Mercedes is a war between good and evil, from the master of suspense 
whose insight into the mind of this obsessed, insane killer is unforgettable. 
(Chris from SLC) 
 
Mr. Mercedes / Stephen King 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
A retired detective who gets re-involved in an old case he had worked on. Twists 
and turns in a suspenseful story that keeps you wondering how it will end. 
(Nancy from SLC) 



 
Mrs. Jeffries Pleads Her Case / Emily Brightwell 
FIC 
This book is part of a series of English mysteries. All are good. 
(Beverley Ortman from RSV/Clerk) 

 
Only Time Will Tell / Jeffrey Archer 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
This is an entertaining history of two families going back to the 1800's. The first 
sentence of the prelude will grab you and keep your interest from volume one 
through four. 
(Mary Admin. Asst. from CHE) 
 
Outlander / Diana Gabaldon 
BCD, EB, FIC 
Claire Randall, a World War II nurse, on a second honeymoon, is transported 
through an ancient stone to 1743 Scotland. She is torn between her husband in 
the future and her love in the past, James Fraser: Now a hit series on Starz. 
(Alicia from CMS) 
 

The Presence / John Saul 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
This book is suspenseful with a little bit of sci-fi feel to it. Set in the islands of 
Hawaii. 
(Nancy from SLC) 
 
The Reckoning / Rennie Airth 
EB, FIC 
In 1947, retired Scotland Yard Inspector John Madden is drawn into a series of 
seemingly unrelated up close killings because of a letter in which his name is 
mentioned by one of the victims. His legendary memory does not enable him to 
connect the deceased's name with that of anyone he has ever met. Yet, he feels 
he must be a link. But it goes back to another, earlier, war to find the answer and 
the killer. 
 (Marj Murray from CLL) 
 
The Rosie Project / Graeme Simsion 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
Don is a brilliant but socially awkward geneticist who has decided it's time to find 
a wife. So begins the “Wife Project”. An endearing book where Don learns you 
may not be able to use science to find love. 
(Tracy from RSV) 
 
The Round House / Louise Erdrich 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
This is a perfect coming-of-age novel as well as an examination of different 
cultures. The investigation of an assault on an Indian reservation keeps the 
reader engrossed to the end. 
(Ed Mandel from CHE) 
 



The Secret Place / Tana French 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
A murder investigation at a girls' private school in Ireland, and all the action 
takes place in under 24 hours, leaving this reader breathless. 
(Beth from CMPL) 
 
The Sense of an Ending / Julian Barnes 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
This book underlines the importance of not judging people or situations until you 
know the whole story. It is also a great examination of how perceptions change 
over the decades. 
(Ed Mandel from CHE) 

 
Son of No One / Sherrilyn Kenyon 
BCD, EB, FIC 
This latest in the Dark Hunter series ties in favorite characters from past books 
and hints at future stories to be told! 
(April from WAM) 
 
Still Life with Bread Crumbs: A Novel / Anna Quindlen 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT, PL 
60-year-old photographer totally changes her life moving to tiny house in the 
country. Well written, good characters. “Quindlen’s astute observations . . . are 
the sorts of details every writer and reader lives for.”—Chicago Tribune 
(Kathy from WCV) 
 
The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry: A Novel / Gabrielle Zevin 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
A. J. Fikry has had a few tough years: his wife has died and his bookstore is 
not doing well. Then a mysterious package is left at his shop, giving AJ the 
chance to make his life over. 
(Tracy from RSV) 
 
This House is Haunted / John Boyne 
EB, FIC 
Jane Eyre meets the paranormal world in this tale. Governess Eliza Caine 
takes on two children, Isabella and Eustace, and a family harboring strange 
secrets. This is a fun read with a ghostly twist. 
(Cynthia at SCS) 
 
Those Who Wish Me Dead / Michael Koryta 
EB, FIC 
A young teen witnesses a crime and is sent into the witness protection program 
for his safety. This leads him to a wilderness survival camp where he learns 
more skills than he ever knew he needed. Michael Koryta creates another great 
suspense novel. 
(Kathy from ROG/Librarian) 
 
 
 



The Twelve Tribes of Hattie: A Novel / Ayana Mathis 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
Young newlyweds, Hattie and August, leave the South and start raising their 
large, growing family in 1920s Philadelphia. Each chapter covers the story of 
one of their children (as child or adult), moving into the 1960s and how racial 
and social issues affect their lives. Loved it! This is an Oprah Book Club 
selection. 
(Debbie from SHL) 
 
An Unwilling Accomplice / Charles Todd 
BCD, EB, FIC 
Beth Crawford is a battlefield nurse in war-torn WWI England. In this series, 
we see that she always takes that one step into a mystery. Home on leave 
from her duties in France, she is to accompany a wounded, wheelchair 
bound hero so he can receive his medal from the king. But he turns up 
missing the next day. Has this patient in her charge committed murder, as is 
suspected? It looks like it! And she must find him, for her fine reputation is 
at stake. 
(Marj Murray from CLL) 
 
What Alice Forgot / Liane Moriarty 
EB, FIC 
One of the best books I've read all year--funny, sad, and thought-provoking all 
at once, and a real page-turner: Highly recommended. 
(Cathy Russ, Library Director, Troy Public Library) 
 
What is Visible: A Novel / Kimberly Elkins 
FIC 
This is a wonderful true life story of Laura Bridgeman, a deaf and blind girl who endures much 
after losing all of her senses, but her sense of touch. She is truly a remarkable woman. She will 
touch your heart. After reading this book you will understand more than you 
ever knew about a deaf or blind person. They have the same feelings of love, 
hate, wonder and joy and find ways to convey this to others. A great read. 
Educational, enjoyable and entertaining! 
(Joann Penrod, Circulation Clerk CLL) 
 
What is Visible: A Novel / Kimberly Elkins 
FIC 
Laura Bridgman was once the most famous woman in the world. She was the 
first deaf-blind person to be educated. Elkins’ novel imagines a compelling voice for a largely 
forgotten but infinitely fascinating figure. 
(Sarah from ROG) 
 
While Beauty Slept / Elizabeth Blackwell 
FIC 
This is a retelling of Sleeping Beauty from the point of view of a servant. As 
an old woman she tells her great-granddaughter about what really happened 
in the fairy tale because she lived it. 
(Kathy from WCV) 
 
 



NON-FICTION 
 
Book Girl’s Guide to Cocktails for Book Lovers / Tessa Smith-McGovern 
NONFIC 
This collection features 50 original and classic cocktail recipes based on the 
works of famous authors and popular drinks of their times. Among the authors 
are Charlotte Bronte, Willa Cather, Charles Dickens, Ernest Hemingway, 
Wally Lamb, Alice Munro, Matthew Quick, and Anne Tyler. 
(Suzanne Kent from HPW) 
 
Cat Sense: How the New Feline Science Can Make You a Better Friend to 
Your Pet / John Bradshaw 
LT, NONFIC 
With his common-sense approach, Anthrozoologist Bradshaw, author of Dog 
Sense also, educates us about the science behind the world's most popular 
pet - the cat. 
(Jackie from RSV) 
 
The Devil in the White City: Murder, Magic, and Madness at the Fair that 
Changed America / Erik Larson 
BCD, EB, LT, NONFIC 
This is nonfiction that reads like a great mystery/thriller. You will race through 
the pages to find out what happens next: A fascinating look at late 1800s 
America. 
(Ed Mandel from CHE) 

 
Everything I Need to Know I Learned From a Little Golden Book / Diane 
Muldrow 
NONFIC 
This charming book is a "guide to life" for adults based on the popular series 
of children's books called The Little Golden Books. Baby Boomers will love 
it! 
(Suzanne Kent from HPW) 
 
The Five Love Languages / Gary Chapman 
BCD, NONFIC 
This book is a great way to learn how to effectively communicate and interact 
in professional, personal, family, and intimate relationships. It also gives you a 
greater insight into yourself and why you react to certain behaviors. 
(Monique Jones from RSV) 
 
Gulp: Adventures on the Alimentary Canal / Mary Roach 
BCD, LT, NONFIC 
Learn about what is happening in the digestive track in this highly 
entertaining and enjoyable book that may or may not influence your dietary 
behavior. 
(Ed Mandel from CHE) 
 
 
 



Internal Medicine: A Doctor’s Stories / Terry Holt 
NONFIC 
Wonderfully written, absorbing stories that stay with you long after the book is 
closed. Holt may be writing from real experiences but it reads like terrific fiction. 
(Bill at RSV) 

 
The Last of the Doughboys: The Forgotten Generation and Their Forgotten 
World War / Richard Rubin 
BCD, NONFIC 
The author spends the first part of the 2000's traveling the USA to speak with 
the last surviving veterans of WWI. 
(Kristen from RSV) 
 
Mona Lisa in Camelot: How Jacqueline Kennedy and Da Vinci's Masterpiece 
Charmed and Captivated a Nation / Margaret Davis 
NONIC 
This engrossing book recounts the many incredible details of how the 1963 
American exhibition of Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa came to fruition; and the incredible 
part First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy played in order to make it all possible.  
(Amy from SLC) 
 
My Accidental Jihad: A Love Story / Krista Bremer 
EB, LT, NONFIC 
This fascinating and touching memoir of an inter-cultural marriage will leave you 
hoping this couple succeeds and that the author writes a sequel! 
(Katie from Shelby Township) 
 
My Life in Middlemarch / Rebecca Mead 
EB, NONFIC 
Whether you loved or have not yet read the novel Middlemarch (by George Eliot) 
you should pick up this dazzling memoir/literary analysis of a classic. 
(Michelle from SCS) 
 
One Summer : America, 1927 / Bill Bryson 

BCD, LP, NONFIC 
A nostalgic look back on a pivotal period of early twentieth century America. 
The summer of 1927 was arguably the country at it’s most earnest and hopeful. 
What fascinated me was that many of the issues they struggled with then are 
still being debated present day. 
(Ken SLC) 
 
Privacy in the Age of Big Data: Recognizing Threats, Defending Your Rights, 
and Protecting Your Family / Theresa Payton  
NONFIC 
This book offers insightful and concrete tips for addressing technology and 
privacy concerns. It is recommended for inquirers concerned about the 
Snowden NSA disclosures and related affairs, as well as general technophiles. 
(Dominic from ROG) 
 
 



Saturday Night Widows: The Adventures of Six Friends Remaking Their Lives / 
Becky Aikman 
BCD, EB, NONFIC 
One of the most accurate portrayals of young widowhood: If you are a young 
widow, know a young widow or just want to understand widows, this book is a 
must read. 

(Sheri from SBL) 
 
The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural History / Elizabeth Kolbert 
BCD, NONFIC 
This is a fascinating investigation into why species have disappeared in the 
past, why they are disappearing now, and how humans factor in significantly. 
(Beth from CMPL) 
 
Surprise-Inside Cakes: Amazing Cakes for Every Occasion—With a Little Something Extra 
Inside / Amanda Rettke 
NONFIC 
This book is stuffed with cake recipes that feature creative and colorful 
surprises in the centers. The baking skill levels range from easy to difficult, 
and there are ideas for all occasions. The rainbow heart cake on the cover 
is my favorite! 
(Bethany from SHL) 
 

Travels with Casey / Benoit Denizet-Lewis 
EB, NONFIC 
For dog-lovers, dog-admirers and the dog obsessed, this romp of a road-trip 
travelogue satisfies all your tail-wagging, slobbery kisses and furry happiness 
needs. 
(Katie from Shelby Township) 
 
CHILDREN/YA 

 
The Adventures of Beekle: The Unimaginary Friend / Dan Santat 
FIC 
Tired of waiting to be picked as an imaginary friend, Beekle goes on an 
adventure in search of a friend to call his own: Good for story times. 
(Abby from EPL) 
 
The Book with No Pictures / B.J. Novak 
FIC 
This is an imaginative and fun picture book without any pictures. 
(Holly C. from TPL/Librarian) 
 
Curse of the Thirteenth Fey: The True Tale of Sleeping beauty / Jane Yolen 
FIC 
Another amazing story from the pen of Jane Yolen set in modern times. You will 
get no chores done until you finish. This is an amazingly wonderful book.  
(Loretta at FRA & RSV) 
 



Divergent / Veronica Roth 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT, PL 
This is suspenseful, adventurous, thrilling, and romantic. How could you not love 
this engaging trilogy? 
 (Erin Krieg from WAM) 
 
Fair is Fair: World Folktales of Justice / Sharon Creeden 
NONFIC 
Written by an attorney this book gives you a new perspective on well-known 
tales from around the world, using tales to illuminate important cases and legal 
issues. 
(Loretta at FRA & RSV) 
 
The Fault in Our Stars / John Green 
BCD, BD, EB, FIC, PL 
Although the story is sad, it is not depressing. The author is very insightful when 
it comes to what a cancer patient is experiencing. It is a comedy and tragedy 
rolled into one. The characters are exceptionally mature given they are 
teenagers. It has recently been made into a movie. 
(Rita from RSV) 

 
The Giver / Lois Lowry 
BCD, EB, FIC, PL  
Born into a life of "sameness" the main character is chosen to retain the 
memories of the past and learns that the world is a place filled with wonders he 
never knew existed, both good and bad. 

(Nancy from SLC) 
 
Illusion / Sherrilyn Kenyon 
BCD, EB, FIC 
The Chronicles of Nick series always keeps you guessing and looking 
forward to the next book. 
(April from WAM) 
 
Looks like Daylight: Voices of Indigenous Kids / Deborah Ellis 
NONFIC 
Loriene Roy, former ALA President, and Deborah Ellis interviewed Indigenous 
teens around the country who live on or near reservations, including several in 
Michigan and Sarnia, Ontario. Their life experiences are challenging and 
different than teens in urban areas. This is an important book to help young 
adults bridge the differences that still exist with Native Americans. 
(Cynthia at SCS) 
 
The One and Only Ivan / Katherine Applegate 
BCD, EB, FIC 
Although this is considered a children's book, I think it could be considered 
YA because it's a book about art, self-hood, relationships, coming of age. A 
true heart-warmer that also makes you think.  
(Michelle from SCS) 
 



Out of My Mind / Sharon M. Draper 
EB, FIC 
"Eleven-year-old Melody has a photographic memory. Her head is like a video 
camera that is always recording, always. And there's no delete button. She's 
the smartest kid in the whole school-but NO ONE knows it...If only she could 
tell people what she thinks and knows." At last someone takes the time to find 
a machine which will allow her to speak for the first time. It is a miracle 
unfolding to the reader but not to everyone in her school who hears her at last. This reader 
found herself cheering Melody on as she emerges from her silence. This is a great book 
discussion for 5th or 6th graders. 
(Kathy Nuss from CLL/ Collection Assistant) 
 
The Puzzling World of Winston Breen / Eric Berlin 
FIC 
Winston Breen finds puzzles everywhere. Solving them is what he does best. 
His sister uncovers mysterious wooden strips with words and letters that even 
Winston can't figure out. It turns out the strips are part of a scavenger hunt 
that a father set up for his children. If all four sets are put together, they will 
lead to a ring worth thousands of dollars. 
(Library Page) 
 
The Ring & the Crown / Melissa De la Cruz 
FIC 
A creative take on royal history, this historical fantasy follows the juicy 
intertwined exploits of teen socialites, royals, servants, and magicians. 
(Bethany from SHL) 
 
Sorta Like a Rock Star: A Novel / Matthew Quick 
BCD, FIC 
Amber Appleton is a stereotypical good girl. No lie. She's also homeless, 
upbeat, and unfailingly humorous, until something happens that changes her 
voice. Now it's her friends' turn to help her. 
(Miss Jennie from WAM) 
 
The Strange and Beautiful Sorrows of Ava Lavender / Leslye J. Walton 
FIC 
Like its title suggests, a strange and beautiful work of magical realism that will 
appeal as much, if not more, to adults as teens. It is a great choice for readers 
looking for fantasy more subtle and graceful than the more popular 
paranormals and vampire novels. 
(Lauren from SLC) 
 
Sunny Sweet is So Dead Meat / Jennifer Ann Mann 
FIC 
It's the day of Sunny's science fair, but Masha's little sister seems to be 
interested in anything but getting to the fair, and back home, without a fuss. 
From exploding ketchup bottles to coming face-to-face with the boy she 
likes, Masha's day just keeps getting worse and worse. Or does it? 
(Miss Jennie from WAM) 
 
 



To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before / Jenny Han 
EB, FIC 
Creative and quirky Lara Jean writes secret letters to every boy she's ever 
been in love with. Things get complicated when somehow the letters are 
mailed, and she has to face the boys from her past. 
(Bethany from SHL) 
 
Twisted Fairy Tales / Maura McHugh 
FIC 
Classic tales done in a whole new way, this book will entice you to rethink 
Rapunzel, the Red Shoes and more. A must read for all 'grown-up' lovers of 
fairytales. 
(Loretta at FRA & RSV) 
 
The Witch of Blackbird Pond / Elizabeth George Speare 
BCD, EB, FIC, LT 
Entertaining for any age! 
(Beverley Ortman from RSV/Clerk) 


